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Stop auscultating and listen carefully instead: the
new era of respiratory medicine
DOI: 10.7861/clinmed.Let.21.1.1
Editor – I still vividly remember the first second that I got my
hands on my first-ever shiny stethoscope back in medical school.
That day, I recall auscultating tirelessly every single patient in the
premises – respiratory or not! It was that art and skill combined
that drew me into respiratory medicine in the first place.
Fast-forward to 20 years later, I’m sitting in my office after
finishing another ward round on the COVID-19 ward, during
which (once again) I did not auscultate at all. My stethoscope has
been left in the drawer since the first ‘peak’ of the pandemic, no
longer decorating my neck, losing even the last of its recent uses;
indicating who in the hospital premises knows how to auscultate
a chest properly (hopefully). Furthermore, after completing >350
virtual consultations, so far, for outpatient respiratory follow-ups
and new referrals, I still haven’t used it. The lack of direct patient
contact has bothered me the most, as this magic skill and art
of auscultation rapidly fades away, like the bronze finish on my
stethoscope, unused, still in the drawer, banned by the coronavirus.
However, all is not lost. We still have our ears, even without our
trusted ‘tubing and bell’ attached to them, which, for a respiratory
consultant, has been a ‘mandatory artificial appendage’ for so
many years. I now rely on listening carefully to what my patients
tell me about their symptoms and concerns, concentrating more
on their needs, rather than on my own former need to auscultate
before offering my pearls of wisdom. It has not hindered any of
my investigations or treatment plans, and none of the patients so
far has expressed any concerns about the ‘lack of auscultation’;
however, you can find plenty of complaints around NHS trusts
about ‘lack of listening’.
I am not sure when (or if) I will actually use my stethoscope again,
as for the rest of my clinical encounters, I rely on real-time imaging
(ultrasound) as well. I don’t know if the pandemic will signal the
end of the stethoscope, however, I certainly hope it will signal a new
beginning, with a new breed of doctors who listen, even though
they don’t have a stethoscope around their necks. This is, and
always have been, the fundamental art of medicine itself. I guess
this is one of the things I’ve relearned during the pandemic. ■
GEORGE TSAKNIS
Consultant in respiratory medicine and lung cancer lead, Kettering
General Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Kettering, UK
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Discharge criteria for patients with COVID-19 to
long-term care facilities requires modification
DOI: 10.7861/clinmed.Let.21.1.2
Editor – Residents of long-term care facilities (LTCF) have suffered
much in the current COVID-19 pandemic.1 Current guidance for
the discharge of patients with COVID-19 to LTCF requires testing
for SARS-CoV-2 by PCR 48 hours prior to discharge, with the result
relayed to the receiving organisation.2 The intention of this guidance is presumably to prevent those who are infectious from entering a shared living space and triggering an outbreak, by either
delaying their discharge or isolating them within the LTCF.
Viable SARS-CoV-2 viral cultures, not ribonucleic acid PCR, are the
best surrogate markers of infectivity. Studies show that, in most
patients, cultures become negative after day 10 of symptom onset
in COVID-19 patients, despite PCR positivity being detected up to
21 days and beyond, with the exception of those who are heavily
immunosuppressed.3,4 Unfortunately, viral cultures are no longer
used in most UK diagnostic laboratories, due to it being labourintensive and requiring category 3 / biosafety level 3 facilities. Viral
loads, as measured by cycle threshold values, are under investigation
as markers for infectivity. However, they are not interchangeable
between assays due to heterogenous gene target(s), amplification
chemistry and nucleic acid extraction systems.
In short, a ‘positive/negative’ PCR test prior to discharge to a
LTCF is not appropriate because it does not relate to infectivity.

Table 1. Comparison of current Public Health
England guidance and our recommended guidance
Public Health England
guidance

Our recommended
guidance

Guidance

PCR test 48 hours prior
to discharge to LTCF;
results relayed to receiving
organisation

Patients with
clinically recovering
COVID-19 can be
discharged to LTCF
10 days after their
first positive swab or
10 days after clear
symptom onset

Consequences

Patients with a positive test
may require:
>> longer hospitalisation,
increasing their risk
of hospital acquired
infection and sarcopenia
>> isolation in LTCF, which
can drain resources

Exceptions to
guidance would
be those who
are heavily
immunosuppressed
(organ transplant
or genetic
immunodeficiencies)

LTCF = long-term care facilities.
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